
 

 

 
  



 
 
 
 

 

  



 

 

 



 

 



 

 



 
  



 



 
 
 



 
 

 



  



 
 
 

 
 

 
Brandon Snook (video projection) and Blythe Gaissert (foreground) in ‘Looking at You’ PHOTO: PAULA COURT 
By  
Heidi Waleson 
Sept. 10, 2019 4:38 pm ET 
New York 
 
 
Subjects for immersive theater don’t get much more relevant than the insidious 
spread of surveillance, which is cleverly explored in the opera “Looking at You,” by 
Kamala Sankaram and Rob Handel, now in its world premiere production at HERE, 
which co-produced the work with Opera on Tap and Experiments in Opera. Audience 
members receive lanyard ID badges as their tickets, and are invited to sign in with 
their “employee numbers” to get free drinks for consumption at their cabaret-style 
tables; we are attending what purports to be a tech-company party. So far, so benign. 
But about midway through the 82-minute performance, the tablet on my table started 
showing images from my Facebook page. My page is pretty tame, but by the end of 
the show, I had to wonder what else could be found out about me. That’s the point. 
 
Mr. Handel’s artful, well-paced libretto and Ms. Sankaram’s lively music-theater-
infused score limn the tale of Dorothy, an ambitious engineer who invents an app, 
CheckUOut, for Rix, the tech company that she has just joined. It’s supposed to be 
a relationship aid, as in letting you find out right away if that cute guy at the bar is 
someone you should date—but it is actually a powerful data miner that instantly 
collects and analyzes everything the internet knows about that person. Meanwhile, 
Dorothy’s boyfriend, Ethan (an Edward Snowden figure), has just released 1.7 million 
secret documents, the product of surveillance by 13 governments. 



Gradually, the opera reveals a sinister connection between these two activities: 
Personal data mined from seemingly harmless social media can be commercialized 
and accessed by all kinds of entities. This privacy invasion is taken to its logical, 
weaponized extreme. At the app launch, the Department of Homeland Security 
swoops in on the audience member chosen as the app’s demonstration target and 
takes him away. 
It’s a serious issue, but the creators avoid didacticism, instead skillfully deploying 
suspense and humor in their storytelling. Ethan contacts Dorothy from his secret 
location by hacking her Fitbit; there are sly “Casablanca” references to go with Rix. 
The excellent singers deliver solid characters: Baritone Paul An as Raj, the hyper 
hacker-turned-tech-mogul who sees only how cool (and profitable) CheckUOut is; 
tenor Brandon Snook as Ethan, who explains his actions in a poignant ballad with 
the refrain “You don’t know how naked you are.” Mezzo Blythe Gaissert persuasively 
shows Dorothy grappling with the consequences of her creation. A backup trio— 
Adrienne Danrich, Mikki Sodergren and Eric McKeever —are the geek engineers 
who groove along with Raj…until they don’t. Ms. Danrich in particular shines in a 
soul-inflected aria that concludes, “Because you’re white / You’re not accustomed / 
To being surveilled.” The accompanying piano and three saxophones sound like a 
much more varied ensemble; they, along with the computer-generated backup 
chorus that emanates from the tablets on the tables, give the whole piece an insistent 
bass beat and murmuring background that contribute to the overall feeling of 
foreboding. 
Nic Benacerraf’s scenic design is dominated by seven screens, with video by David 
Bengali, that bombard the audience with scrolling text messages, TV news reports, 
Facebook posts and, most sinisterly, the bits of personal information piling up and 
the dots that represent the data points swirling into shapes as “the algorithm learns.” 
Raj’s clownish pink-shorts tracksuit, with giant pockets in a contrasting fabric for his 
devices, belies his single-minded, amoral pursuit of cool ( Kate Fry did the 
costumes). Director Kristin Marting, who helped develop the piece, and music 
director Samuel McCoy wove the live performers and the video into an absorbing, 
frightening whole. 
—Ms. Waleson writes on opera for the Journal and is the author of “Mad Scenes and 
Exit Arias: The Death of the New York City Opera and the Future of Opera in 
America” (Metropolitan). 
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Hi! Drama 

https://www.facebook.com/hidramas/ 
 

JAKE GOLDBAS 
Kamala Sankaram’s “Looking at You” is a brand new neo-opera playing at the HERE 
Theater in SoHo. It’s quite the show and you should go see it. 
 
“Looking at You” tells the story of Dorothy, a Sheryl Sandberg Type A personality who 
makes it to the Rix Corporation, which is a stand-in pastiche for any number of big 
tech companies including Google, Apple, Amazon, Twitter, and others, and in key plot 
points, smaller famous tech companies like Tinder and Elon Musk’s Neuralink. When 
Dorothy’s boyfriend Ethan Snyder rebels in the way of Edward Snowden, the 
company’s CEO and team of programmers must do damage control. Dorothy must 
choose between her own aspirations and the evils of the Rix Corporation. 
 
Blythe Gaissert’s Dorothy and Brandon Snook’s Ethan deserve credit for masterful 
singing and acting. Snook looks identical to Edward Snowden from the start. Likewise, 
Paul An’s Raj is fabulous as the company’s devil-may-care CEO. His puckish 
enthusiasm is contagious. Although dangerous, his charisma makes him more 
sympathetic than villainous, which is the point. As a supporting character he Paul An 
has nailed it. 
 
“Looking at You” concerns privacy, and explores these conflicts in a few ways. In HERE 
Theater’s progressive telling of this story, audience members can volunteer their 
social media profiles before the show. In an eye-opening joke, one audience member 
was taken away during the play by the Department of Homeland Security as his social 
media profile picture played on LCD television screens. The audience laughed because 
anyone’s profile picture can be looked up, however the joke is so close to home about 
the world we live in. If the play were more tragic or more realistic, the satire might 
dip that much more on the side of terror. 
 
These scenes always build the plot consistently, nevertheless at any given time the 
opera’s one-off humor vignettes work well as parables. A Tinder subplot, here called 
Check U Out, talks about looking at someone’s entire online history. This isn’t so far 
from the present day, because lovers do stalk their acquaintances on social media, 
but the unlimited information of Check U Out is so much more that learning every 
detail about one’s amour would finish off any mystery of having a crush in the first 
place. Romance means mystery, and “Looking At You” kills that. A one-off joke about 
Transit killing a person’s entire biological body resonates with real-life Neuralink, 
which again is spooky, and makes the viewers take a hard look at life outside of the 
opera. Check U Out and Transit allude to these problems without spending too much 
time on them, and the production is all the better for it. Audience members might be 
surprised — from laughing so hard — when they aren’t terrified after leaving the play. 
 
The show is super effective as a neo-opera, too. Sankaram, Marting, and Handel have 
accomplished something excellent. In one of the best of these humorous plot points, 
Dorothy contacts Ethan using text messages. An LCD projector displays the text 
messages between Dorothy and Ethan as Dorothy sings her text messages. Audience 

https://www.facebook.com/hidramas/


members will empathize with the vain banter of these texts in their own lives, and 
when Dorothy sings, “Where are you?” in operatic soprano there’s an emotional 
break the way opera — and only opera — can. 
 
This is a great production and excellent social commentary. HAPPY FACE PLUS 
 
JAN EWING 
Jake has done such a fine job with the details that it leaves me free to focus on my 
overall impressions, the most significant being that this incredible opera is a work of 
genius. Primarily, it is a true opera; through composed as a single work from beginning 
to end. No “songs” here; no colorful tunes arranged into familiar patterns. The bold 
conception, the dystopian narrative, the integration of the music with the brilliant 
libretto, are spot on “classical” in the best sense of the word. This is not a work that 
will (or can) be taken up by small theater groups. The score is academic; extremely 
difficult and demanding, and it requires trained musicians in every aspect of its 
presentation. I don’t think I’m overstepping here to say that I sincerely believe it to 
be worthy of the Metropolitan Opera. 
 
All the performers are absolutely first rate. They are opera singers, but they are also 
terrific actors, representatives of a younger generation that is rediscovering this great 
art thanks to digital broadcasts, recordings, and a growing recognition of the banal 
repetition that financial interests have forced upon our popular culture for over fifty 
years. Not one minute about this spectacular piece is stuffy or boring, misconceptions 
that have plagued the opera world for most of my lifetime. It is dynamic, informative, 
exciting, and unsettling in its message, which is something great art should be. Sung 
in English, every word is clear, every note powerful and demanding. The libretto is 
written with intelligence and a great understanding of the vocal demands of such 
difficult music. 
 
The technical work at the HERE Arts Center is almost uncanny. It is definitely the best 
I have seen Off- or Off-Off Broadway since I began reviewing. Director Kristin Marting 
has skillfully designed the production in the round, with the audience sitting at tables 
in the playing area. The action moves rapidly through and around the audience, and 
Ayumu Saegusa’s incredible lighting manages to keep the actors lit. That, alone, is 
amazing. 
 
The set includes eight large video monitors that constantly display Websites, eMails, 
TV programs, and information both specific to the play and drawn from current 
popular media. I was astounded at one point when my own Facebook picture started 
flashing from screen to screen, and when one of the singers ran by the table singing 
“it’s Jan,” which certainly reinforces the work’s basic premise. In the center (between 
the monitors) was an enormous screen — I’m guessing about twenty-five feet wide 
and eighteen feet high — used throughout for LED projections coordinated between 
the material on the monitors and the live action. In front of the screen was a three-
quarter thrust “stage,” and on each table an iPad-type monitor featuring clever 
animations that provided additional information as to what was happening offstage 
to the live characters as they proceeded through the narrative. 
 



All of that, including Nathaniel Butler’s exquisite sounds effects, were brilliantly 
coordinated by the HERE technical staff, with remarkable accuracy. At one point, the 
conductor did stop the action briefly because of some technical glitch, which wasn’t 
really obvious to the audience, but that lasted only a moment and was readily 
appreciated by the audience when some wag at one of the tables said “technology is 
great when it works.” 
 
In case it isn’t clear I really liked this. Opera is one of the great arts of the Western 
World, after all, and to see it being pursued by brilliant, young artists in new and 
stylish ways is a great joy. I agree wholeheartedly with everything Jake said. HAPPY 
FACE PLUS. 
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United States Kamala Sankaram, Looking at You: Rob Handel (libretto); soloists; Mila Henry

(piano);  Jeff  Hudgins,  Ed  RosenBerg,  Josh  Sinton,  Matt  Blanchard  (saxophones);  Samuel  McCoy

(music  director);  Kristin  Marting (co-developer,  co-choreographer,  and director),  HERE Arts  Center,

New York, 11.9.2019. (BH)

Brandon Snook as Ethan Snyder in Looking at You (c) Paula Court

Production:
Video Designer – David Bengali

Technologists – Alessandro Acquisti, Ralph Gross

Tablet Technologists – Joe Holt, Daniel Dickison

Scenic Designer – Nic Benacerraf

Costume Designer – Kate Fry

Lighting Designer – Ayumu “Poe” Saegusa

Choreographer – Amanda Szeglowski

Sound Engineer – Nathaniel Butler

Production Stage Manager – Westie Productions

Cast:
Dorothy – Blythe Gaissert

Ethan – Brandon Snook

Raj – Paul An

Annina – Adrienne Danrich

Brooke – Mikki Sodergren

Charlie – Eric McKeever

When signing up for a smartphone app, how many people actually read the Terms of Service (ToS), to

see what they are agreeing to? ‘Basically none,’  said a panelist onstage after Looking at You,  the
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startling  new opera  by  composer  Kamala  Sankaram and librettist  Rob Handel,  directed  by  Kristin

Marting.

As ticket-holders stood in line before the show, a staff member asked them to pre-order a free drink with

an electronic signature on a tablet. Though people could decline — assuming they were aware of the

option — virtually all agreed, which gave consent to a long ToS (adapted from Facebook’s template).

Little did any of  us know that,  behind the scenes, staff  were diligently researching facts about the

audience, which later appeared in the show itelf. In the question-and-answer session afterward, Marting

offered reassurance that the data were not captured, but deleted after each show. Still, the point was

made,  playfully  but  arrestingly.  For  audience members to see personal  photos flashed on screens

around the room — never mind having cast members address them by name, seemingly out of the blue

— was mildly unnerving.

The plot orbits around Rix, a fictional Silicon Valley company investigating a product called Check-

U-Out, developed by an engineer named Dorothy, winningly sung by mezzo-soprano Blythe Gaissert.

The  software  analyzes  photographs  of  people  across  the  room and  reports  on  their  likeability  or

desirability.  (Readers  may  want  to  reference  China’s  nascent  Social  Credit  System,  intended  to

maintain statistics on citizens’ reputations.) Meanwhile, Dorothy is having an affair with Ethan Snyder,

an  Edward  Snowden-type  character  (they  even  share  the  same  initials)  played  with  uncanny

verisimilitude — and a pure tenor — by Brandon Snook.

Their  colleagues  were  equally  engaging.  As  the  head  of  Rix,  bass  Paul  An  had  the  force  of  a

demagogue, buoyed by an entertaining Greek chorus of three Rix employees — soprano Adrienne

Danrich, baritone Eric McKeever, and mezzo-soprano Mikki Sodergren — all merrily in sync with the

show’s upbeat-yet-slightly-sinister tone.

For a relatively modest venue like HERE, the technological achievements were ingenious. In addition to

the data-mining at the beginning, audience members sat at tables, each with a small tablet to register

for a ‘team-building activity.’ (I signed up for a string band rehearsal.) A central Orwellian screen was

flanked by smaller ones, confronting the audience at every turn. (The creative pedigree was impressive:

HERE Arts Center and Opera on Tap were the presenters,  with Experiments in Opera listed as a

collaborator.)

Sankaram’s score was entertaining on its own — a smart amalgam of techno beats, minimalism, and

occasional,  brief  flirtations  with  Indian accents.  She gave the  cast  many gratifyingly  soaring  vocal

sequences, and the vocalists wore head microphones, all-too-apropos for the subject matter. Music

director Samuel McCoy adroitly led an ensemble of five, with unusually spare instrumentation: Mila

Henry (piano), and Jeff Hudgins, Ed RosenBerg, Josh Sinton, and Matt Blanchard (saxophones).

Of the many issues facing the world at  the moment — climate change, political  instability,  income

inequality, healthcare availability, gun control, and on and on — issues of data collection and privacy

can seem not urgent. But Looking at You deliberately places the audience in a vulnerable spot. Like

many on the premises, I wandered home feeling a little more fragile than when walking in.

Bruce Hodges
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